
Fiber Loopback PlugFiber Loopback Plug

Westek’s patent pending 4-1 
Fiber Loopback Tool.  Male 
Loopback, Female Loopback, 
Plug-in Connector Coupler, & 
Parking Lot.  Available in SM, 
MM, APC & Laser Optimized.

Installs and removes:  SC, 
FC, ST, LC, and COAX/DS3 
connectors.  Interchangeable 
molded tips fit each type of 
connector.  With integrated 
flashlight and patented 
locking ratchet design.

Fiber PullerFiber Puller OSP Pair Bonding CordsOSP Pair Bonding Cords

OSP Pair Bonding Test Cord 
Kits to streamline technician 
productivity.  With patented 
unbreakable RJ45.  Self strip 
clips, binding post clips, DAT 
Term, etc...

OSP Combi-CordsOSP Combi-Cords
Restoration and Monitoring 
Cord.  A cord with CO 
components for quick access, 
with the proven OSP Cord 
durability.  Every tech will 
have what they need, when 
they need it!

The OSP Combi-Cord reduces 
truck rolls, saves time and 
promotes productivity by 
having all of the necessary 
plug-in’s on a one foot cord.  
Available in 9 forms.

OSP Hybrid Combi-CordOSP Hybrid Combi-Cord Backpack with InsertBackpack with Insert

Designed to meet the needs of 
technicians by allowing them to 
carry all of the necessary tools, 
to and from the truck, and up and 
down the ladders.

Tel line tester Pro kitTel line tester Pro kit
Automatically splits the central 
office from the field!  Access 
cable pairs by plugging into 
any five pin connector block 
located at the buidling 
entrance.  Plus looping plug 
and ground start cord.

Fiber - Jumpers / Patch Fiber - Jumpers / Patch 
A full line of fiber jumpers and 
patch cords to link between 
bulkhead adapters, links 
terminal equipment, and links 
from terminal equipment to 
bulkhead adapters.

Test & Patch CordsTest & Patch Cords

Westek offers a full line of Test 
& Patch cords for Coax, 
Copper, and Data with various 
lengths and connectors to meet 
your requirements.

Cable KitsCable Kits
Westek offers a full line of 
cable kits such as, DS1/DS3, 
DARRT, NIU, High Capacity 
Provisioning, or customize 
your own!

Customized CablesCustomized Cables

Don’t see the cable you 
need?  No problem!  Westek 
is willing to work with you to 
help customize a cable 
to your specifications!

Banjo ProBanjo Pro
Features convenient testing for 
both data and POTS.  The black 
RJ45 plug is used for testing 
in 8 conductor environments.  
“just flip it” to the red RJ11 plug 
for testing of 2, 4, & 6 
conductor POTS 
environments.environments.
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The OSP Combi-Cord reduces 
truck rolls, saves time and 
promotes productivity by 
having all of the necessary 
plug-in’s on a one foot cord.  
Available in 9 forms.

613-341-9502613-341-9502


